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CATIC® Receives 2020 Laserfiche Run Smarter® Award
Laserfiche recognizes CATIC for Regional Choice – North America category
Rocky Hill, Connecticut 2/2/21 — CATIC is pleased to announce that it has won a 2020 Laserfiche Run Smarter® Award.
Laserfiche — the leading SaaS provider of intelligent content management and business process automation — launched
the Run Smarter® Awards in 2005 to recognize organizations that use Laserfiche to improve productivity, innovate
processes and achieve exceptional business results.
“Laserfiche has allowed CATIC to accelerate its efficiency by eliminating paper, physical steps, reducing process and wait
times while also increasing capacity, thus allowing us to easily embrace the concepts of LEAN and Continuous
Improvement. In all, Laserfiche has saved CATIC an average of $200,000 annually,” said Chris Cooper, CATIC’s Business
Analyst.
“WE STRIVE TO PRESERVE THE ROLE OF THE REAL ESTATE ATTORNEY AND INDEPENDENT TITLE AGENT BY
PROVIDING BEST-IN-CLASS SUPPORT, SERVICES, AND INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGICAL RESOURCES.”
“Unprecedented circumstances in 2020 required organizations to accelerate digital transformation initiatives to adapt,” said
Melissa Henley, Senior Director of Customer Experience at Laserfiche. “This year’s winners showed great capacity for
creativity, innovation and adaptability, and proved that it’s possible to innovate and thrive no matter the circumstance.
Congratulations to this year’s winners — we’re excited to honor their achievements during Empower 2021!”
The winners of the Laserfiche Run Smarter Awards will be celebrated virtually during the Laserfiche Empower 2021
conference. To learn more about Laserfiche, visit laserfiche.com.
About CATIC
CATIC is currently licensed in Connecticut, Florida, Maine, Georgia, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Ohio, Rhode Island,
and Vermont. The Company is an underwriting member of the American Land Title Association (ALTA) and the North
American Bar-Related® Title Insurers. Its sister company, CATIC Title Insurance Company, is licensed in New York, New
Jersey, and Pennsylvania.
About Laserfiche
Laserfiche is the leading SaaS provider of intelligent content management and business process automation. Through
powerful workflows, electronic forms, document management and analytics, the Laserfiche® platform accelerates how
business gets done, enabling leaders to focus on growth across the enterprise.
Laserfiche pioneered the paperless office with enterprise content management. Today, Laserfiche’s cloud-first development
approach incorporates innovations in machine learning and AI to enable organizations in more than 80 countries to transform
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into digital businesses. Customers in every industry—including government, education, financial services, healthcare and
manufacturing—use Laserfiche to boost productivity, scale their business and deliver digital-first customer experiences.
Laserfiche employees in offices around the world are committed to the company’s vision of empowering customers and
inspiring people to reimagine how technology can transform lives.
Connect with Laserfiche:
Laserfiche Blog | Twitter | LinkedIn | Facebook

